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Overview

Rising demands for both equipment and leadframe products

early in the year began a roller-coaster ride through the next

four seasons, with big revenue changes from quarter to quarter.

During the first six months, ASM registered record sales and

profitability.  Although the second half year was weaker, there

was nevertheless a substantial growth in output in every

product category during 2004.  As a result, the Group achieved

a 47.0% rise in turnover.  Both our revenues and profitability

attained levels similar to our record year of 2000, and were the

second best in our corporate history.  Benchmarking the

performances of our leading competitors, such stellar results

clearly reflected ASM’s seamless execution of its winning

strategies and continuously increasing momentum in the

market place.

The semiconductor and equipment industries may just have

walked through a splendid year in 2004, but analysts have

projected a slower growth for our customers’ business in 2005

and a negative growth of up to 22% for the assembly

equipment industry itself, with a return to double-digit growth

in 2006.  While there have been some scattered signs of an

improved market since the middle of the first quarter, the

revenue change for the year will depend on when the inflection

point for broad-base customer purchases of capacity-related

equipment arrives.  Management has taken steps to prepare the

Company to cope flexibly with both sudden surges in demands

and a prolonged slowdown.

As shown in the past, a slow market provides an opportune

time to launch new products and conduct market assaults.

Diversified products serving broad application markets are the

best weapons to protect us against industry fluctuation.  With

our financial strengths and human talents, a strong portfolio

of world-class products and an unparalleled cost structure,

ASM fortunately has the resources to provide innovative,

differentiated-value packaging solutions to win customers at

this challenging time.
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Market and Product Development
Equipment Division

In a year with high fluctuation in demands and an estimated

growth rate of 43 – 49% (per VLSI Research, SEMI and

Dataquest) for the assembly equipment industry, ASM once

again outperformed all its major competitors in turnover and

revenue change.  Building on our industry-largest market share,

our equipment business grew 50.2% to US$417.5 million,

representing 84.9% of the Group’s turnover in 2004 and the

second highest in our corporate history.  We maintained the

number one position in the assembly and packaging equipment

industry we have held since 2002, further widening the revenue

gap between us and our closest rival to US$108 million or

34.9%.  This progressively enlarging chasm from the 18.5% and

4.7% of the two preceding calendar years clearly reflects ASM’s

growing market share.

New die, wire and flip chip bonders were introduced during

2004, emphasizing total solutions in stacking thin die, particle-

controlled image sensors assembly, QFN packaging and high

brightness LED applications.  Our Eagle 60 AP gold ball bonder,

which continues to push the fine pitch wire bonding technology

envelope and achieves a 10% productivity gain over its

predecessor, has migrated to volume manufacturing.

The innovative dual-head Twin Eagle wire bonder offers

approximately twice the output of a single-head machine,

thereby providing customers the world’s best cost-of-ownership

proposition.

Picking thin dies (down to 50 microns) and stacking them in

several layers create challenges and opportunities for IC die

bonders.  Our relentless pursuit for continuous improvement

has resulted in a 30% higher throughput die bonder specially

catering for smaller dies.  Furthermore, in addition to providing

a 300 mm. eutectic-solder-reflow-process flip chip bonder, we

have launched a thermosonic-attachment-process flip chip

bonder to complement our stud bumping machine addressing

the low input/output (I/O) devices.

The underlying strength of our equipment business lies not just

in our leadership position in the die and wire bonder market

segments, but also in our host of product offerings in

encapsulation, solder ball placement, package singulation and

test handling: these are all looking at larger share opportunities

in medium-size market sectors.  With continuous product

enhancements and market development efforts, we fully expect

these products to produce even more valuable dividends in the

not too distant future.
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